
 

phoenixNAP Welcomes NetActuate to its Carrier-
Neutral Data Center in Phoenix 

NetActuate expands network footprint with phoenixNAP 
 
Phoenix, AZ, August 4th, 2020 – phoenixNAP®, a global IT services provider offering security-
focused cloud infrastructure, dedicated servers, colocation, and specialized Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS) technology solutions, today announced that NetActuate has joined its carrier-
neutral data center in Phoenix, Arizona. This new addition reinforces phoenixNAP’s position as a 
leading interconnectivity hub in Phoenix with the largest number of carriers in its Meet-Me-Room 
(MRR).  
 
NetActuate operates one of the largest IPv4 and IPv6 peered networks in the world. Present in 
over 30 enterprise-class carrier-neutral data centers, NetActuate offers IP transit services with 
1G, 10G, 40G, and 100G ports, delivering exceptional performance, low latency connectivity, and 
24/7 availability. With their recent deployment in phoenixNAP’s flagship data center in Phoenix, 
NetActuate expands its service potential and strengthens its presence in the region.   
 

“We are thrilled to have NetActuate join our growing family of over 40 domestic and global 
carriers,” said Ian McClarty, president at phoenixNAP. “The deployment of NetActuate in our 
flagship data center in Phoenix is a testament to our commitment to providing fast, reliable, 
and secure services. Our state-of-the-art infrastructure will help NetActuate accelerate its 
network operations while delivering diverse connectivity options to businesses in the 
Southwest.” 

 
In recent years, the Phoenix metropolitan area has seen an exponential increase in companies 
looking to expand their presence in the region. As a major US data center hub, Phoenix is 
appealing to businesses due to its redundant power supply, low tax rates, and disaster-free 
environment. Located at the intersection of the two largest fiber rings, phoenixNAP has become 
the go-to data center in Phoenix for carriers requiring unmatched availability and faster 
connectivity options to local, regional, and global markets.  
 

“phoenixNAP perfectly complements our expansion strategy. Its strategically 
interconnected data center facilitates direct access to customers in the highly saturated US 
Southwest market,” said Mark Price, President of NetActuate. “We are focused on 
increasing our presence in this competitive market. Our expansion strategy calls for 
enterprise-class facilities with established global interconnections, redundant power and 
cooling, and a proven track record in delivering unbeatable uptime and security. 
phoenixNAP was the only partner that was able to satisfy our strict requirements, and we 
are certain this partnership will continue to expand and grow in the future.” 



 

 
Learn more about phoenixNAP’s data center colocation in Phoenix.   
 
About NetActuate 
 
Operating one of the 10 largest IPv4 and IPv6 peered networks in the world, NetActuate helps 
providers get closer to their end users – no matter where in the world they are. Available from 
over 30 locations worldwide, NetActuate’s managed network and infrastructure services simplify 
and accelerate the global distribution of online applications and SaaS platforms. Learn more 
today at 1-800-419-2656 or at netactuate.com. To learn more about BGP anycast and how it can 
help reduce latency across diverse global markets, visit NetActuate's anycast information 
resource site at anycast.com. 
 
About phoenixNAP 
 
phoenixNAP® is a global IT services provider with a focus on cyber security and compliance-
readiness, whose progressive Infrastructure-as-a-Service solutions are delivered from strategic 
edge locations worldwide. Its cloud, dedicated servers, hardware leasing and colocation options 
are built to meet always evolving IT business requirements. Providing comprehensive disaster 
recovery solutions, DDoS-protected global network, hybrid IT deployments with software and 
hardware-based security, phoenixNAP fully supports its clients’ business continuity planning. 
Offering scalable and resilient opex solutions with expert staff to assist, phoenixNAP supports 
growth and innovation in businesses of any size enabling their digital transformation. 
Visit www.phoenixnap.com and follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube for more 
information. 
 
phoenixNAP is a Premier Service Provider in the VMware® Cloud Provider Program and a 
Platinum Veeam® Cloud & Service Provider partner. phoenixNAP is also a PCI DSS Validated 
Service Provider and its flagship facility is SOC Type 1 and SOC Type 2 audited. 
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